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Abstract Decorrelation or reduction theory deals with

identifying appropriate lattice bases that aid in accelerating

integer search to find the optimal integer solution of the

weighted integer least squares problem. Orthogonality

defect has been widely used to measure the degree of

orthogonality of the reduced lattice bases for many years.

This contribution presents an upper bound for the number

of integer candidates in the integer search process. This

upper bound is shown to be a product of three factors: (1)

the orthogonality defect, (2) the absolute value of the

determinant of the inverse of the generator matrix of the

lattice, and (3) the radius of the search space raised to

the power of the dimension of the integer ambiguity vector.

Four well-known decorrelation algorithms, namely LLL,

LAMBDA, MLAMBDA, and Seysen, are compared. Many

simulated data with varying condition numbers and

dimensions as well as real GPS data show that the Seysen

reduction algorithm reduces the condition number much

better than the other algorithms. Also, the number of

integer candidates, before and after the reduction process,

is counted for all algorithms. Comparing the number of

integer candidates, condition numbers, and orthogonality

defect reveals that reducing the condition number and the

orthogonality defect may not necessarily result in

decreasing the number of integer candidates in the search

process. Therefore, contrary to the common belief, reduc-

ing the orthogonality defect and condition number do not

always result in faster integer least squares estimation. The

results indicate that LAMBDA and MLAMBDA perform

much better in reducing the number of integer candidates

than the other two algorithms, despite having a larger

orthogonality defect and condition number in some cases.

Therefore, these two algorithms can speed up the integer

least squares estimation problem in general and the integer

ambiguity resolution problem in particular.
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Introduction

High precision GNSS positioning techniques require car-

rier phase measurements with resolved integer ambiguities.

Unknown ambiguities are converted to integer numbers

after correcting for satellite phase biases in precise point

positioning or when double differencing in relative posi-

tioning. The general GNSS model for linearized observa-

tion equations is a mixed integer linear model as

(Teunissen 1995):

E yð Þ ¼ Azþ Bb ð1Þ

where E is the expectation operator, y is a t-dimensional

vector of observed minus approximate observations, z is an
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